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SpeakIng and Singing wUhout a Tongue.

Asymmetry.

In the Transactions of the Philosophical Society, publish"
Instances of abnormal development of parts of the body at
It would be entirely superfluous to dwell upon the su1;v
ed between 1742 and 1744, there is an account of Margaret
ject of valve friction in connection with this description. birth are not infrequent, but the peculiar malformation
Cutter, who, when four years old, lost her entire tongue
The great pressure to which unbalanced valves are subjected known as asymmetry is very rare, and we have only heard
from a cancerous affection j but who, nevertheless, afterward
in steam engines, their �onsequent waste of power, and the of two cases previous to the one we now have under consid
the power of taste, swallowing and speech, without
retained
female
a
had
recently
has
Humphrey
Prnfessor
all
to
eration.
familiar
are
friction,
great
wear resulting from their
any imperfection Whatever. She not only spolte as fluently
engineers. Engineers are also aware that mauy attempts at patient, the right side of whose body is much larger thlln
and with as much correctuess as other people, but also sang
couuteracting the pressure, or balancing valves, have been the left, the increase in size affecting all the organs, the
In the skull, the right to admiration, articulating with distinction all her worda
made, some of which have resulted in large saving of power. bones, and the length of the limbs.
while singing. What is not les5 singular, she could form no
Our engravings illustrate a new method of accomplisbing side of the crown is higher; of th/) ja w, lower; the right sides
persons.
the desired result, patented through the Scientific American of the tongue, the lips, and the chin, are respectively larger idea of the use of a tongue in other

&

COLLIER
COLLIER
Masterman, of Sacramento, Cal.

'l'he improvement is sim ity.

ple, its parts are few, and it is capable of

general applica

&

MASTERMAN'S
MASTERMAN'S

BALANCED
BALANCED

SLIPE VALVE.
SLIDE

VALVE.

The patient is right.handed, and much stronger in her

cates of attestation from the minister of the parish, a med

right limbs than in her left; she is free from any disease,

ical practitioner and another respectable citizen, well·known

She is now twenty years old.

nary character of the case, the Society requested an addition

tion on locomotives, and marine and stationary engines. The and consulted Dr. Humphrey for a trifling local complaint. in Suffol3:, ,where she resided.
working bearings are. made of steel, and have but a slight
movement, so that wear takes place slowly, and the princi
ple of the device is such that, whatever the wear may be, the
adjustment takes place automatically, so that the wear will
not affect the perfect operation of the invention in balancing
the valve.
Fig.

This remarks"
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MEASURING

FAUCET.

An English inventor has patented the device shown ,in
the accompanying engraving.

It is, in the form shown, in

tended to exactly measure the quantity of liquid transferred

On account of the extraordi

al report upon the subject, and from another set of witnesses,
named by the Society for the purpose, and for whom they
drew up the necessary questions and marked out the proper
course of examination.

The second report coincided with the

first in all particulars, and shortly afterward the young

1 is a perspective view of the device attached to from barrels to bottles; but, with graduated glasses, the prin. woman was brought to London, where she confirmed the ac

to the steam chest of a locomotive cylinder.

Fig. 2 is a ver

tical section, showing the interior construction.

ciple may be extended to the measurement of different quan-

In Fig. 2, A is the slide valve, having pivoted to the cen

ter of its upper surface, the rod,

B,

of a piston, D.

Two or ,three years since we gave an account of a caee

The pis·

wherein the power of articulate speech was retained after

E, one of which has an opening, F, through its entire length,

the larynx had become entirely closed, the patient breathing
for years through a tracheatomy tube.

communicating freely with the external atmosphere.

B, plays

the presence of the members of the Royal Society and many
other persons,

ton, D, runs in a cylinder which oscillates on the trunnions,

The piston rod,

count, by personally appearing, and speaking and singing in

State Medical Society.

passes into th" cylinder, G, and completely surrounds the

.. _Kitchen Boners.

oscillating cylinder. It is evident now, that the same pressure
per square inch as is sustained by the steam chest is also felt

An English cotemporary, the Ironmonger, speaks deprecat"

by the piston, D, and that if the area of D be made greater

ingly of the small amount of ingenuity devoted to the con"

than the surface 01 the valve, A, the piston would lift the
valve entirely from the seat.

By

struction of kitchen boilers, and this in an age which has im"

proper observance of pro·

proved almost every article of use in the household.

portion between the area of the piston, D, and that of the

result, we find a case of fatal explosion of a boiler, the burst

and the loss of power through friction, as

ing taking place in consequence of the pipes being frozen.

well as the wear upon the faces of the valve and seat, may be

A simple and intelligible occurrence, certainly, and, conse

almost entirely obviated.
An ingenious method of accurately

quently, easy to be prevented.

centering the piston,

fernal machine.

nection with the valve, forms part of the details of the pis.
ustment is easily and accurately made.

By

The blame is due to the

builder who put up, and the maker who constructed, the in.

B, so as to make it come in exact line with its point of con
ton, but is not shown in the engraving.

Select"

ing from a list of boiler accidents, more or less disastrous in

valve, the pressure on the valve may be balanced with the
utmost nicety,

The facts in the lat"

ter Case Were taken from the Transactions of the New York

in a slot, C, through which steam

valve.

its use the ad.

No boiler should be made without a safety

A pressure of steam is always useful, especially

where hot water is forced over a house; and those who havil

eaten potatoes boiled in a pressure of ten pounds on the
tities of liquids, in the sale of petroleum, oils, syrups, etc.
months on the California Pacific Railroad, and that its use The turning of the plug first admits the liquid to the glass square inch, will admit that it has value for culinary pur
effects a saving of at least five per cent fuel over the un. receptacle, and when the receptacle is filled, the plug of the poses. The valve should be fitted with an immovable weight,
and then tampering with it, and all accidents to the boiler
balanced valves previously employed,
tap being of the form known as "two-way," turning it fur
Address, for further information, Orrin Collier, Box 773, ther on allows the fluid to escape into the bottle or other il'om bursting, will be prevented.
. ... ..
New York city, or W. H. Masterman, Sacramento, Cal.
vessel designed to receive it.' Air is admitted to the mea
A DESIDERATUM: Lamp wicks about twice or thrice the
_r....
suring glass through a vertical tube.
This b a useful de length of the common wicks of kerosene lamps.
It is well
'l'HE iron product of the United States for the year 1869 vice, worthy of adoption in this country, but one which, we known that about one half of each wick, as at present used"
vVe are informed that this device has been tested for two

was 1,961,641 tuns.

think, our inventors might easily improve
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is lost.

Longer wicks are greatly needed.

�lUtti'ntl+
Mr. L o ckyer

en the. Ecllp se •••• AlDerl c a n Obs ervers.

Mr. Lockyer, the English astronomer, in spea�ing of the

145

being placed in a crucible, in strata, with the cementing treatment of plaster ornament cast from molds, we cannot
The ingredients o f this powder must be such that do better than 0 bserve Arabic or Moorish work. Ornaments>

powder.

by an intense heat it will yield either pure nitric or pure produced in this way. should be 'clear, well defined, not un
muriatic acid vapor, as these will lay hold of the l3ilver and dercut, and arranged so as to draw readily from the mold,
and require little subsequent finish. It is appli cable, of
first sight, might seem to be the only result of all the ob leave the gold untouched.
3. By dry parting, which is by fusion with sulphur, the course, chiefly for repeated or diaper ornament. In Moorish
servations made on the eclipsed sun of 1870 ; such the re
When work, beautiful soft gradations of shade are obtained, not by
ception given by Nature to those who wooed her as she had silver quitting the gold to unite with the sulphur.
never been wooed before; who approached her full of the silver is alloyed with copper it is rendered hard and fit for rounding, or molding the face or edge of the ornament, but
by introducing two or three distinct strata of ornament, in
rarest gifts which scien ce has placed at man's disposal. But, silversmiths' work and for coinage.
eclipse, says :

Cloud in Sicily, cloud in Spain, cloud in Africa.

after all, has the oracle been silent?

I think not.

Such, at

Dare we,

The alloy for the British coinage is 11 ounces, and one

however, S!1y that the great problem of the corona, that one

pennyweight fine.

haps, but it has spoken.

acid gas is disengaged.

terlacing with each other, each on its own level-a plan in

every way adapted for work cast in molds. In combining the

With sulphuric acid, if concentrated, the silver is con cast and' hand-worked methods, the simpler and more rigid
among the many still outstanding difficulties which the
e clipse was invoked t o settle, is settled ? Thia, perhaps, verted into a true oxide of silver, mixed with a small quan parts may be cast, leaving the lighter detail to show the
would be saying too much; but still, I think, a step in ad tity of sulphate of silver. It is dissolved in nitric acid with workman'S hand .
•••••
vance has been made. The oracle has spoken darkly, per rapidity if water bl) added to the acid, and much nitrous

The system of sketching, introduced for this eclipse, is at
once so simple and final, that the only wonder is, it has not

C o t t o n Gins.

The solution is at first blue, but this color disappears when

. The return of peace, and the conseque �t increased atteU"

the silver is pure, and degenerates into a green if it be alloyed tion to the culture of the great southern staple, have caus

ed marked activity in the d epartment of cotton gins.
The corona mus t be either solar, with copper.
Nitric acid will dissolve more than half its weight of silver,
On account of the present efficiency of the McCarthy gin,
atmospheric, or subj ective; that is, more or less built up in
the observer's eye,while this more or less depends, CIlJte;ris pari the solution letting fall crystals in hexagonal, triangular, or the subj ect in England of at least a hundred patents, or on
bUB, upon the brilliancy of the undoubted solar portion. If square plates, which are called nitrate of silver, or lunar account of the laudable desire of our inventors to produce Il.

been introduced before.

machine which will perform more work in the same time,
at all stations, the stations being as wide apart as they have crystals, lunar niter, or caustic of silver.
This, melted with a gentle heat and poured into molds as there has not been a single improvement patented on this
been this time, the drawings be similar, the corona would
gin during the past year. This gin, otherwise kno�n as the
be undoubtedly cosmical; if dissimilar, then it would either soon as fused, forms the lapis infernalis or lunar caustic.
be terrestrial or subj ective; and this point could and would
have been settled this time, if the weather had permitted,

By fixed alkal1es, silver is precipitated from its solution roller gin, is com posed of two cylinders, revolving toward
It each other. and provided with a fixed blade which bea�s

white, by ammonia grey, and by lime water olive gretln.

by arranging the observers in pair8-that is, dealing with may be precipitated from a dilute solutif'n by a plate of against the upper cylinder just above the point where the
obtaining the copper. The silver adheres lik e moss to the copper, and the cotton is presented, and a reciprocating blade which, in its
two observers instead of
. a single one, and so
liquid acquires a blue tinge from the copper, which is dis downward motion, strikes against and removes the seeds
eye-variation.
It is likewhie precipitated by from the cotton fiber, the cotton being drawn in a clean con�
This being premised, what is the result of the very few solved in place of the silver.
observations, comparatively speaking, which have been mercury, with which it will also amalgamate. These crystals dition through the rollers. This style of gin is emplored to
In the fir�t plalJe, I submit that the fact that the being articulated into each other give them the form of a gin Sea Island or long fiber cotton exclusivdy;. but while it
corona is a compound phenomena comes out in an unmis vegetati.n, known by the name of the Tree of Diana, Arbor works well, it moves slowly. The saw gin on the contrary!
which is employed for the common or short fiber, is, in its
takable way. We have, first of all, a ring some 5 min. or 6 Dianre, etc.
Nitrated silver, being precipitated and separated from the ordinary form, totally unsuited for Sea Island cotton, The
mia. high round the moon, which almost all observers alike

made ?

have seen; and then we have light beyond, which some ob
servers have seen of one shape, and some of another, now
stellate with many rays, now stellate with few, now abso

lutely at rest, now revolving rapidly.

solution, exposed three days to the light and air, and mixed rapidity of its operation, however, has attracted the atten
with liquid ammonia, becomes, when dry, fulminating silver. t.ion of several inventors, and efforts have been made to

l

This exceeds gunpowder, and even fulminating gold, in power.

Once obtained it cannot be touched without a violent deton

This, I think, id the keynote of all the observations with ation, the weight of one grain being sufficient to give
I need scarcely say that rise to a dangerous fulmination, and the silver is then found

which I have become acquainted.

reduced or revivified, its oxygen having combined with the

it is exactly what has been predicted.

First among the fortunate ones who observed the corona,

hydrogen of

the ammonia, by

which water is produced.

with the telescope, was Professor Watson, of Ann Arbor, This water instantly vaporizes, and possessing all the elas
who took up his station at Carlentini, aI\d appears t o have ticity and expansive power of that state is the principal cause
been the best favored among the Sicilian observers. Fl'om of the phenomenon, in which the nitrogen of the ammonia
his account I gather that there was an almost perfect shell with its whole expansibility bears a part.
around the sun, 5 min. high, and that outside this shell were

It is readily combined with muriatic acid by adding this

adapt it to ginning Sea Island cotton.

It is obvious that any

improvement which would effect this .result would be of

great importance, as it would materially reduce the price of
long fiber cotton, of which only about forty pounds per day

can be ginned by the ordinary roller gin, while a saw gin, if

effective, could gin five times that quantity.

Of the improvements made in this direction two have re

ference to the saw and one to the rib.

Those of the former

character consi�t, first, in substituting, for every alternate

�aw, a disk without teeth, thus widening the distance be�

tween the saws and preventing th e tearing of the fiber, which

acid to a solution of silver in the nitric acid, the muriate

is, at the same time, supported by the disks; and, secondly,

running into a gray and transparent substance, like horn,

say, every six teeth, the area of blank spaces being about

lieve that he also saw the shell, but of this I am not abso fused with four parts of potash, the silver is found in th ..
lutely certain ; but he distinctly observed that the outer purest state, and under Ii stratum of sulphate of potash and

the rib consists in constructing the same with a ridge on ihe

less definite rays.

Next I must mention Professor Pierce, the head of one of

the American parties, who observed two miles north of Cata

nia, at a private casino of the Marchese Sangiuliano.

of silver being precipitated.

This muriate is very futiible, in constructing each saw with blank places at intervals of,

I be which is then called Luna Cornea, or horn silver. This, being equal to that occupied by the teeth.

The improvement oil

hopper side of the ribs, which ridge serves, to hold the fiber

the remaining alkali.

while beinl.\' acted upon by the saws, and to prevent them

than to suppose that the light, whicp , in its own atmosphere,

pure.

have saws, but which is generally covered with a serrated

be that of the prominences.

becomes brown, oxygen gas being disengaged.

serrated wire is placed a packing of some description , gener

tion, and of the constancy of the inner portion, is afforded

emit their oxygen and become colored.

direction, is placed a small corrugated or fluted stripping

ing to save the P8yche, off Aci Reale, where the eclipse was

the carbonate of .alkali.

operation being assisted by a horizontally reciprocating bar

LJrd Warden" Caledonia, and R oyal Oak, and the tugs Wea

as vitreous silver ore.

corona over the prominences was rosy red, although he dill

It may likewise be decomposed by several other metals. from taking hold of it at too short intervals, whereby break"
If re-dissolved in pure nitrous acid, horn silver will be ob ing is apt to take place.
Several patents have been taken out on what may be call
would J'e difficult to imagine ; for, of course, at the sun, the tained, and a small quantity of.a black powder remain at
To ed the saw roller gin, comprising, as it does, many of the
h�drogen, which thus tinged it, is incapable of coloring any the bottom, which seems to have the property of gold.
thing, as its own light is absorbed by the transcendent brillian appearance, part of the silver is converted into gold, but this features and advantages of both the saw and roller gin. In
cy of the photosphere; while nothing would be more natural is accounted for by the silver containing it, although called this machine there is provided a large cylinder, which may
not see the prominences himself.

A more beautiful proof

of the terrestrial nature of this p ortion of the corona it

should strongly tinge any thing radially illuminated, should

But the strongest proof of the variability of the outer por

by the observations made on bo ard the small fleet attempt
observed in unclouded splendor.

Here were the ironclads,

sel and Hearty; besides the Italian gunboat, Plebiscito, all

The muriate of silver exposed to the light of the sun soon

Nitrated silver and most of the solutions of metals thus ally metal.

amined, e�pecially Mr. Carrington's drawing of the eclipse

of 1851, and compared with the others taken at the same

Between every two circles of this

Above this cylinder, and revolving in the same

Carbonate of silver may be obtained by precipitating it by roller, which strikes back and remOVes the seed, etc., its

Sulphur unites with it, and this sulphuret of silver is known
An alkaline sulphuret of· silver may be obtained by fusion

"ithin a stone's throw of each other. In all the drawings, with alkaline sulphuret, and from the solution of this a
and man y have been received, we have a ring 5 min . , or hydro-sulphuret of silver may be obtained by precipitation
thereabouts, while the outer portion is as variable as may be. by an acid.
I think that i f the re cords of former eclipses be now ex·

wire arranged spirally.

Phosphuret of silver is obtained by the fusion of silver and

with a plain or serrated edge.

A patent was granted during the year for an improvement

intended to adapt the ordinary saw.gin to cleaning cotton
seeds.

It is known that the ordinary gin turns out the seed

covered with lint to such an extent that a ton of the seeds

will sometimes have as much as eighty pounds of cotton ad"

hering to them. Nor is this loss of cotton the most obj ec"
A mixture of vitriolic and nitrous acid has the tionable feature, for seeds th .. s covered with lint have a ten
peculiar effect of dissolving silver copiously, also oxidizing dency to clog in planting, rendering that operation difficult.

phosphor.

tin, mercury, and nickel. dissolving, however, a small quan The improvement referred to, and it is the only patent issued
compound nature of the corona, which, on the evidence now tity of the latter, and having little or no action on other during the year for the purpose, consists of a longitudinally
grooved roller placed in the hopper in front of the saws,
before me, I considQr the great teaching of the present metals.
By dilution the mixture becomes less capable of dissolving and which serves to keep the seeds in a state of continual
e clipse.
time, additional evidence will be gathered in favor of the

. .-. -

The

silver, and more capable of acting on other metals .

Professor Dembinsky, in the Mechanic8' MagOlZine, gives the

following facts in regard to silver :

Silver is malleable, ductile, laminable to a high degree,

though inferior to gold ; it is not changed by the air.

A wire 1-10 inch will support 270 pounds of weight.

It is

fusible at 1873° Fah., and remains in fusion at a lower tem

perature than is required to bring it into fusion.

If by means of a solution of borax a small bit of leaf silver

be stuck to the top of 'a small gla�s cylynder and melted into

it, it will give it a golden tinge.
l�

agitation, every side of each being presented to the saws,

_ .•. -

CharacteristIcs or Silver.

By long exposure to violent heat it has been converted into

Stncco

a nd Plaster

which completely remove all th!,l adhering lint.

W o rk.

The treatment of stucco and plaster work may. be classed

under two heads: that molded by hanii, and that cast in

ployed an endless apron of wire cloth for that purpose,

plaster-relief ornament by hand, a great freedom of touch

have discovered an equally efficacious remedy, namely, the

molds.

The two methods may also be blended.

to exist but little affinity between it and oxygen.

Gold and silver readily combine and form a useful alloy.

In working

and vari e ty of form are attainable. and desirable.

while an American inventor, at a later period, claimed to

At the application of gunpowder, sprinkled among the seeds in suffi.

same time, thin edges or deep undercutting are rendered un· cient quantity, and then fired. As the " sufficient quantity"
desirable by the friability of the material. The degree of is the all important question in the process, it will be well to
finish must depend rather on the conditions of application,

make sure of

it before experimenting, as an overcharge

since its texture may be rendered as fine as that of ivory, might remove the seeds as well as the !int.-Oommissioner
and. a pure and even tone of color may be obtained, either in O(J!pron's Report.

glass of an olive-green color. ,In the focus of a burning the material or by subsequent tinting.

glass it yields a white pulverulent matter, and there app ears

An ingenious English patentee some years ago proposed to

remove this lint by passing the seeds over a flame, and em

Almost any degree

of vigor may be given by bold modeling, keeping the lights

broll:d, and not too' much softening away the tool marks.

Excellent examples of plaster treatment may be seen in

---.-

NEW STEEL PEN.-A new form of steel pen, containing

a

reservoir of ink, has lately bei m introduced by a Birmingham

(Eng.) firm, who

ha'\'e named it, with a singular oblivion of

Having different solvents, they may be parted three different the ceilings of many old London houses of the period of the the meaning of the word, the "..A utomatic Wonder Pen." The

ways :

1. By dissolving the silver of the alloy by nitric acid; but

for this process it is necessary first to take care that the gold

is more than a quarter part
of the mass.
.
called quartation.

2.

This process is

By cementation, or parting by conc1lntration, the alloy

Georges, and the elegant and spirited stuccoes of both an patentees claim that a fortnight's supply of ink can be car·

cient and medieval Italy afford valuable teaching.

Where

ried in the pen; and from the description, we find that the

the ornament is intended to be painted or colored, care

ink is in a solid form, as only a little moisture, such as

stopped, and thin ed ges, which will easily be broken.

several colors are made, and are used by being dipped in the

should be taken to avoid narro w quirks, which may bec�me

relief be very low, an indented outline is useful.
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If the

For the

water, milk, Or beer, is required.

Pens loaded with ink of

fluid, as is usual with the ordinary pen and ink.

